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Enabling the
Digital Workplace

IT leaders must
respond to
employee needs
for more intuitive
and flexible tools
for creating,
accessing and
sharing content...
anywhere and
anytime.

Break Down the Content Boundaries
Business success today requires a new digital workplace technology
approach. Your workforce must be able to seamlessly access, create, share and act
upon content—anytime, anywhere, across departmental and geographic boundaries.
This eBook explores the key technologies that make this possible and provides further
resources to help you make a true digital workplace a reality in your organization.

The Digital Workplace is a Must-Have
A recent Gartner research note, Content Is a Critical Dimension to Digital
Workplace Success, declared the old “centralized command and control” mindset
for enterprise application development is no longer enough:
IT leaders must respond to employee needs for more intuitive and flexible tools
for creating, accessing and sharing content... anywhere and anytime... across
departmental, geographic and corporate boundaries.
New digital workplace strategies and toolkits are required to adequately support the
needs of today’s increasingly dispersed, mobile and digitally savvy workforce.
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Define Your Digital Workplace
The digital workplace is all about providing workers and far-flung teams with a
seamlessly integrated technology environment that can unify diverse content
sources, streamline access to content and expedite critical business workflows.
The US Department of Labor estimates that by 2020, 80% of jobs will be
non-routine. A true digital workplace will empower work teams to collaboratively
manage whatever the business day throws at them -new digital assets, data and
case/task queues.
A true digital workplace must also provide maximum integration capability
that provides secure access to the right content to the right person at the right time.
The digital workplace is still evolving, so technology platforms must also be
future-proof—with a dynamic, extensible, API-first infrastructure to integrate
with current and future enterprise systems and information sources.

Nuxeo Enables the Digital Workplace
This eBook explores three key digital workspace technologies essential for digital
workplace success (listed below). You will also discover how these capabilities can
be accessed directly from the Nuxeo Platform for content-centric application
development, testing and deployment at massive scale.
• Cloud-Native design to integrate all content. Because the Nuxeo Platform
was built for the cloud, it integrates with your current and future cloud storage,
file-sharing and infrastructure services through its highly extensible REST API.
• Seamlessly access and work with content using native applications residing
in the cloud or installed locally, as well as synchronizing content between the
repository and desktop.
• Add ECM/DAM directly within your applications. A true digital workplace
will enable enterprise content management (ECM) and digital asset management
(DAM) access directly within other applications, such as the Adobe Creative Suite
client and browser-based applications such as Salesforce.com.
Read on and discover how the Nuxeo Platform helps eliminate content boundaries and
serves as a strong foundation for a flexible, powerful digital workplace.
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Key Digital
Workplace
Functionality

Go cloud-native to maximize integration
Nuxeo is a cloudnative platform
to develop, test,
deploy and manage
custom digital
asset-centric
applications.

The digital workplace requires maximum integration functionality, and
that requires a Cloud-Native digital asset management platform. That’s
because a true digital workplace must enable workers to utilize content efficiently
and collaboratively, wherever it resides: a local system, cloud-based storage, a
content delivery network (CDN), cloud-file services like Google Drive, or all of the
above and more.

Cloud-Native 1, “Cloud-Hosted” 0
A survey by Real Story Group found 60% of those who reported their current DAM
system is on-premises plan to migrate their DAM to the cloud or a hybrid infrastructure
in the near future.
Success depends heavily on accurately evaluating cloud-related claims from DAM
software vendors. Unfortunately, this is much easier said than done.
Many DAM vendors will refer to their software as cloud-based when in reality they are
offering a cloud-hosted version of their legacy on-premises application, retrofitted to
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run on virtual machines (VMs). They cannot offer the integration, infrastructure, agility,
high availability, scalability and security essential to realize the benefits and efficiencies
of cloud computing.

Insist on a True Cloud-Native Platform
Cloud-native platforms are built for the cloud, rapidly deployable to a true cloud
deployment infrastructure such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure.
Nuxeo is a cloud-native platform to develop, test, deploy and manage custom digital
asset-centric applications:
•

Natively stores files in AWS S3 or Azure Blobs

•

Supports data persistence in AWS RDS and Azure SQL DB

•

Supports dynamic auto-scaling of all subsystems independently: front-end, query
engine, background processing

•

Automates deployment with CloudFormation or Ansible

•

Accelerates content download securely with AWS CloudFront or Azure CDN

Cloud-Native Maximizes Integration
A true cloud-native DAM platform merges local and cloud-based content within a
single addressable framework with ease. For example, Nuxeo integrates content
residing in cloud file sharing services for enterprise use, as if they were
local files.
Nuxeo Live Connect links to files residing in Google Drive, Dropbox, Box, and Microsoft
OneDrive/OneDrive for Business. Nuxeo manages these files in place while adding
full text search, versioning, security, and integration into enterprise workflows, as
seamlessly as if the files were stored within the Nuxeo repository.
Nuxeo Live Connect enables developers to build application logic and workflows using
these files, while users can access and share them alongside other related content.

Elasticsearch Integrated into the Nuxeo Platform
Elasticsearch has been embedded into the Nuxeo Platform, substantially enhancing
search capabilities across content repositories—including those residing in the cloud.
Tight integration with the Nuxeo Platform adds sophisticated capabilities to workflow
operations, including faceted search, fuzzy search, synonyms search, geo distance
and more.
Elasticsearch is also designed to scale horizontally, accommodating fast searches on
massive volumes of content—essential functionality for an effective digital workplace.
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Nuxeo Vision for Automatic Image Detection
No digital asset management application can be complete without a mechanism for
handling images in an intelligent, automated manner. The Nuxeo Vision plug-in opens
up the power of Google Cloud Vision to the Nuxeo Platform.
Nuxeo’s pre-built integration with the Google Cloud Vision API adds extensive image
analysis capabilities, including automatic detection of common objects, logos, face
detection, OCR text and themes, adding them to images as tags.
The Nuxeo Vision plug-in has been designed to easily integrate with new image
recognition services as they become available.

More Resources...
Video: Understanding Live Connect
Live Connect capabilities are explained in this 4-minute
Nuxeo University video course. Nuxeo University
provides a large and growing library of learn-by-example
training videos to get up to speed with the Nuxeo
Platform quickly.
This video will show you how Nuxeo Live Connect makes
it possible to reference files from cloud-based file-sharing
services and integrate them into a workflow.
Documentation: Nuxeo Live Connect
Nuxeo’s online documentation center Nuxeo Live Connect
documentation explains the different implementations for
building content applications that integrate with files residing
in cloud-based services, including Google Drive, Dropbox,
Box, OneDrive and OneDrive for Business.
Video: Elasticsearch Indexing in the Nuxeo Platform
Through Live Connect capabilities and new connectors for
the Nuxeo Platform, indexing of cloud-based file-sharing
services can be accomplished efficiently. This Nuxeo
University course explains how Elasticsearch works so
that you can utilize the full power of indexed searches across
a worldwide digital workplace.
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Video: Working with Nuxeo Vision
Watch our 30-second demo showing our integration with
the Google Cloud Vision API in action. Our documentation
for Nuxeo Vision provides full details for installation,
configuration and customization of the gateway.

Seamless Content Access with Native Clients
A true digital workplace must provide seamless, hassle-free access to
content—no tedious file downloads or toggling between a DAM session and a
client application in order to work with files.
Nuxeo Drive enables workers to seamlessly open and work with content using the
native applications of their choice—without ever leaving the Nuxeo Platform-while
ensuring all files remain in sync.

Flexible, Powerful Content Handling
An enterprise-level digital workplace will a wide variety of file types, from documents,
spreadsheets and slide decks to complex digital media projects with custom images,
schematic drawings, video and audio. Nuxeo Drive, an add-on to the Nuxeo Platform,
lets users easily open and work with the application associated with each MIME type,
without leaving the Nuxeo Platform.
As explained in this article, if a worker wants to work with a photo file in the content
repository, she can click on the Nuxeo Drive icon to open the photo file and also launch
the associated cloudbased or local application of choice (e.g., Pixlr, Adobe InDesign).
The file is automatically locked down in the repository during use; upon closing the
client application, the file is saved back to the repository, respecting content versioning
rules. The user is then returned to their Nuxeo Platform session. The result: a truly
seamless, highly productive digital workplace experience.

Desktop Sync
Nuxeo Drive also eliminates the confusion and potential version conflicts between
local desktop files and the Nuxeo content repository, including content residing in
the cloud.
Nuxeo Drive synchronizes workspaces and folders across the Nuxeo Platform to
a folder on a local computer. The user designates the workspaces and folders to
synchronize using the Nuxeo Platform web interface and then installs the Nuxeo Drive
client on a computer and binds it to the Nuxeo server.
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Synchronized files are downloaded to the local computer, where they can be worked
on even when offline.
The process is bi-directional; once the user is back online, local changes are
synchronized to the Nuxeo Platform and any changed documents from the
platform and synched to the local machine. Secure conflict resolution ensures that
collaborative projects stay up-to-date in the Nuxeo content repository.

Video: Nuxeo Drive in 5 Minutes
Watch Nuxeo Drive in action in our quick demo. You can
also download Nuxeo Drive from the Nuxeo Marketplace.
Blog: Nuxeo Drive and File Permissions
This blog article shows how to enforce fine-grain security
on digital assets that might be part of a user’s Nuxeo Drive
desktop sync; for example, if a user is permitted to download
only a lower-res version of images, only those images will be
synched to the Nuxeo online documentation center includes
full details on how to install, configure and use Nuxeo Drive.
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Add ECM/DAM Directly Within Applications
As a true cloud-native platform, Nuxeo can bring the power of DAM directly
within other applications. Nuxeo enables developers to constantly expand your
organization’s digital workplace through its fully dynamic and pluggable REST API.
The Nuxeo Platform was designed to bring the power of ECM/DAM directly within
other applications—now and in the future.

Expand your Digital Workplace Now with
Nuxeo Connectors
Demo: Adobe Creative Suite Connector
Work teams that create, review, edit and distribute Adobe
Creative Suite files can take advantage of this connector
to search, find and add images from the DAM repository
directly within the user’s Adobe CS session.
The Nuxeo connector also monitors the repository for
version changes to images in the user’s Adobe CS project.
The user is alerted within the application of any such
changes, which can be viewed immediately and integrated
into the latest draft.
As explained in this article, Nuxeo’s connector for Adobe
CS utilizes Adobe’s Common Extensibility Platform (CEP 5).
To see the connector in action, view this demo.
Blog: Nuxeo Salesforce Connector
Integration with Salesforce.com (SFDC) through the Nuxeo
Salesforce Connector enables users to freely associate
enterprise content with any Salesforce object, such as leads,
opportunities, customers, campaigns and products.
As noted in this article, SFDC users can now edit, preview
and download content, create folders and explore metadata
—without ever leaving their SFDC UI. Users can also directly
drag and drop content into SFDC to add content to the
Nuxeo repository.
All content is securely stored in a remote Nuxeo server.
Nuxeo’s integration with SFDC was made possible with the
SFDC Javascript SDK, which allows users to easily access
the SFDC context and make REST API calls through OAuth2.
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Expand your Future Digital Workplace with
Polymer-Based Web Components
The Nuxeo Salesforce Connector features Nuxeo’s new web UI components, written
in Polymer elements: material design, performance and advanced HTML5 Google
UI-all within SFDC.
Nuxeo’s Polymer web components can be used to embed ECM/DAM access directly
within other applications, as well as build completely new web application UIs, via
Nuxeo’s flexible, dynamic, pluggable REST API.

Blog & Video: Built-in Data Visualization
The Nuxeo Platform also uses Polymer-based data elements
to provide a visual analytics dashboard toolkit, included as
part of the Nuxeo Platform.
Elasticsearch, tightly embedded within the Nuxeo Platform,
retains aggregated data for all aspects of user activities
(e.g., time spent performing workflow steps, content
accessed) and content repository statistics. The data viz
toolkit lets you build dashboards to visually track, monitor
and analyze this data. Our blog article for an overview of the
dashboard toolkit.
Nuxeo University offers learn-by-example functional and
technical video overviews of Nuxeo’s dashboard toolkit. And
of course, you will find complete implementation details
are provided in the Nuxeo online documentation center.
synched to The Nuxeo online documentation center includes
full details on how to install, configure and use Nuxeo Drive.
Blog: Build a Workflow Web Application with Polymer
This blog article demonstrates the versatility of Polymer
and the Nuxeo Platform REST API to build a customized,
color-coded web application UI that interacts with the Nuxeo
workflow engine.
Check out our full documentation on Polymer elements
as well.

Nuxeo is dedicated to making it easier and faster for developers to create
great, reusable components for the modern web-and make a true digital
workplace a reality in your organization.
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Nuxeo:
Your Digital
Workplace
Foundation

A Flexible, Dynamic, Pluggable Platform
The Nuxeo
Platform is the
ideal foundation on
which to build your
digital workplace.

The Nuxeo Platform is the ideal foundation on which to build your digital
workplace. Nuxeo has developed its platform from the beginning to serve as a
future-proof, “building block” application development platform with a very
developer-friendly API.

A REST API as Powerful as the Platform
The Nuxeo Platform is a highly flexible and extensible system for enterprise
content management (ECM), digital asset management (DAM) and case
management, capable of handling the most demanding content-driven enterprise
business processes:
•

Benchmarked at processing one billion documents

•

Utilizes MongoDB as a NoSQL option for content storage

•

Includes tight, native integration with Elasticsearch

•

Supports custom workflows and rich content objects containing advanced
data structures and custom metadata
www.nuxeo.com
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“The Nuxeo
Platform is much
more than just a
content repository
We also provide
everything needed
around the content
repository for
developers to
build modern,
content-based
focused web
applications
with the latest
development
technologies.
That’s why we have
focused so heavily
on our API.”
– Thierry Delprat, CTO, Nuxeo

The Nuxeo Platform provides a complete end-to-end environment to develop, test,
deploy and manage highly customized, content-driven applications at massive scale.
Nuxeo developed its platform from the beginning to deliver a future-proof enterprise
app dev platform and RESTful API:
• Completely dynamic API, along with a vast universal extension point system and
OSGi bundling.
• Use virtually any programming language, including JavaScript, Ruby, PHP
and Python. The REST API enables developers to make HTTP calls to the Nuxeo
Platform and receive JSON in return.
• Highly extensible. Developers can define their own custombuilt services, plugins, data structures and data processing routines; selectively expose only those
Nuxeo services required by their application; and much more.
• Comprehensive. Nuxeo Platform developers can efficiently access everything
the application can do through the API.
• Composable. Developers can assemble several services calls within a single
transaction for efficiency as well as to ensure all services are executed successfully
and not partially. Similarly, all required information can be fetched through a
single call.

Dive into the Nuxeo API
Start with our eBook, Exploring the Nuxeo REST API: Enabling Rapid Content
Application Craftsmanship, for further details on the power of the Nuxeo REST API,
including Nuxeo’s huge array of online resources to make the most of our APIs!
You can also dive right in to Nuxeo University, for learn-by-example training videos
on the REST API, as well as every major aspect of the Nuxeo Platform.
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Get the Nuxeo
Platform &
Nuxeo Studio Trial

Your Digital Workplace Starts Here
Explore the
capabilities of the
Nuxeo Platform
hands on. Start
building your digital
workplace now.

Explore the capabilities of the Nuxeo Platform hands on. Start building your
digital workplace now.
Download the Nuxeo Platform along with a free 30-day online services trial, as
explained on the next page.

Get Started with the Nuxeo Platform
The Nuxeo Platform is available for deployment and testing on a trial basis, giving
you the opportunity to test and experiment with many of the features of the Nuxeo
digital workplace concept and experience first hand how this capability can improve
team productivity and collaborative endeavors. The intuitive design of the Nuxeo
Platform and the full development environment bring developers up-to-speed in
creating applications quickly.
Downloads of the current “fast track” version of the Nuxeo Platform include a
Windows Package, a Multi-Platform Package and Virtual Machine Images.
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Download the Nuxeo Platform
1. Go to the Nuxeo Platform Download page.
2. Select the appropriate download: Windows package (.exe), multi-platform package
(.zip), or set of virtual machine images.
3. Follow the installation instructions to start the trial and gain full access to the
Nuxeo Platform, Nuxeo Studio and the Nuxeo Marketplace.
Take advantage of the Nuxeo Platform Online Trial, which provides free access to
the full-featured Nuxeo Platform, Nuxeo Studio and Nuxeo Marketplace for 30 days.
Through this online trial you can also explore the capabilities of Nuxeo Live Connect
and other connectors.

Quick Start Resources
To quickly discover the capabilities of the Nuxeo Platform, this initial Nuxeo
University training video, Using the Nuxeo Platform, will help you master the
platform’s out-of-the-box functionality.
The Nuxeo online documentation center also includes a Quick Start section,
designed to help you get going fast with the Nuxeo Platform, including key features and
concepts, tips to begin your first Nuxeo project, how to save even more time using the
Nuxeo Studio online configuration tool and much more.
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About Nuxeo

Nuxeo enables organizations to manage complex digital content at
massive scale. Software architects and developers build mission-critical
applications using Nuxeo’s content management platform. The Nuxeo
Platform offers native integrations with leading technology providers,
flexible storage options, and extensive packaging capabilities for
managing media & digital assets, structured & rich content, and advanced
business processes. Over 1,000 organizations rely on Nuxeo to run
business-critical applications, including the IRS, Electronic Arts, Verizon,
Sharp, Capital One, and the U.S. Navy. Nuxeo is headquartered in New
York and Paris.
More information is available at www.nuxeo.com.
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